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Abstract. Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) techniques permit a high resource utilization in cellular networks and are able 
to adapt themselves in the presence of rapid variations of traffic loads offered to the cells. Therefore, they are particularly suit- 
able for Mobile Satellite Systems (MSSs). This paper compares the performance of several DCA solutions that are based on 
the evaluation of a cost function in terms of both quality of service parameters (i.e., blocking probabilities) and signaling load 
to be supported by the system. Both GEostationary Orbit (GEO) and Low Earth Orbit (LEO) MSSs have been considered. A 
particularly interesting DCA solution is proposed that tries to serve a new call attempt in a cell where no channel is available 
by means of a channel reconfiguration in an interfering cell. Handover requests that do not attain immediately service can be 
queued for a maximum time in order to enhance system performance. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Future 3-rd generation mobile communication 
systems, denoted by the name “International Mobile 
Telecommunications after the year 2000” (IMT-2000), 
are expected to be addressed to a wide market spread 
everywhere in the world. In order to reach this expected 
diffusion, two important aspects are [ 1 - 51: 
- The realization of attracting services; this entails 
the implementation of multimedia and personal- 
ized services capable to meet the users’ need; a 
subscriber will be identified by a universal person- 
al number, regardless of both the terminal and the 
network helshe uses. 
- The achievement of a global coverage SO as to 
provide subscribers with mobile services any- 
where and at anytime. The system globalization 
will be made possible through the interworking of 
several networks and, in particular through the 
integration of terrestrial cellular networks with 
Mobile Satellite Systems (MSSs), that are more 
suitable to cover scarcely populated regions. 
In this paper, a future integrated scenario is consid- 
ered, where terrestrial and satellite systems will har- 
monize in order to offer global high quality communi- 
cation services. Various integrated solutions have been 
(I) Work carried out under the financial support of MURST and ASI. 
proposed in the literature [4]; here, we will refer to the 
ultimate and more complex level of integration for 
future IMT-2000, named “system integration”: 
- satellite and terrestrial cellular networks belong to 
a unique system, 
- the same techniques as those of the terrestrial 
system (e.g., multi-access scheme, channel alloca- 
tion protocols and mobility management, etc.) are 
adopted for the satellite system with a consider- 
able technology reuse for the common parts 
(except RF equipment (*)), 
- the use of dual-mode mobile terminals allows re- 
routing procedures between terrestrial and satellite 
networks. 
At present, R&D efforts are addressed towards the def- 
inition of Mobile Satellite Systems (MSSs) that use a 
constellation of Non-GeoStationary Orbit (NGSO) satel- 
lites. A particularly attracting solution is represented by 
Low Earth Orbit satellites (LEO-MSSs), because they 
permit to relax the constraints on the link budget and 
allow the use of low-power hand-held mobile terminals 
[6 - 81. Several LEO-MSSs have been proposed, e.g., 
IRIDIUM (by Motorola), GLOBALSTAR (by Lord 
Qualcomm Satellite Services Inc.), TELEDESIC (by 
( 3  The frequency bands allocated to the terrestrial segment will be 
different from those assigned to the satellite segment of future IMT- 
1000 system. 
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Teledesic Corporation). As a reference scenario this paper 
considers the IRIDIUM system [6 - 81 which is formed 
by 66 satellites on 6 circular polar orbits at about 780 km 
of altitude. Each satellite covers a 48-cell-network with a 
multi-spot-beam antenna. This system is assumed as a 
working example, however the techniques here described 
can be applied to other MSSs as well. 
Every time a mobile user with a call in progress 
leaves the coverage area of a spot-beam (= cell) and 
goes into an adjacent one, a procedure is started in order 
to provide the user with a new channel in the destina- 
tion spot-beam (inter-beam handover). This procedure 
must be seamless, that is unnoticeable to the user. 
With geostationary satellites we assume that cells are 
so wide on the earth that the probability of handover dur- 
ing call lifetime is negligible [9 - 1 I]. Whereas, if the sat- 
ellite orbit is not geostationary (e.g., Low Earth Orbit, 
LEO, or Medium Earth Orbit, MEO) [ 101 cells are mov- 
ing on the earth. The motion increases if the satellite alti- 
tude decreases [7]. So, if LEO satellites are considered, a 
cell rapidly crosses regions on the earth with different 
traffic load conditions and handover requests are highly 
frequent during call lifetime. These specific aspects 
require the investigation of suitable resource manage- 
ment techniques that are able to adapt themselves to 
rapid traffic load variations and to reduce the call drop- 
ping probability due to a handover failure. Moreover, a 
high number of handover requests means a heavy signal- 
ing load to be managed by the network entities. 
We can note that future LEO-MSSs as well as terres- 
trial microcellular systems will be characterized by very 
high traffic variations both in time and in space and a 
very high number of handover requests during call life- 
time; so, both systems should be based on similar 
resource management strategies in the light of the high 
level of integration expected for IMT-2000. 
In this paper, a handover procedure is considered 
which is based on the signal quality received by the 
mobile user. According to a de-centralized implementa- 
tion, the handover procedure is “mobile controlled’ (3) 
C121: when, on the basis of the perceived signal quality by 
the Mobile Station (MS), a suitable handover criterion is 
met (see below), the MS sends to the current satellite a 
handover request message. During this procedure all mes- 
sages between the MS and the satellite system are 
exchanged via the old spot-beam; this is a backward 
handover procedure. The satellite must provide the MS 
with a new channel in the destination cell. Soon after the 
new path is activated, the old link is released, according 
to a make-before-break arrangement. Many handover cri- 
teria can be considered [13]; in case of MSSs and espe- 
______ 
(3)  In  the LEO-MSS environment, the relative user-satellite motion is 
dominated by the satellite ground-track speed: the relative motion has 
“derennitrisiic rlrciracrerisrics” that could be managed by the satellite 
network in an automatic way: the satellite could foresee when an 
active MS needs to be handed over a new cell. This entails that 
another possible implementation of the handover procedure could be 
nmvork conrrollrd [ 121. 
cially for LEO-MSSs, the need for a handover must be 
quickly and timely revealed. Any delay in the handover 
decision may cause the call dropping due to a sudden 
reduction of the signal level. According to the classifica- 
tion made in [ 131, we consider that a suitable handover 
criterion should be based on a hysteresis margin: the MS 
continuously monitors the signal strength, s, received 
from the spot-beam currently managing it and compares 
this level with that relative to adjacent beams, s,. The 
handover criterion is met when s < si - h (h  = hysteresis 
level). The hysteresis is used to avoid repeated handovers 
back and forth between the old spot and the new one, 
until this signal definitely overcomes the first one. 
The channel allocation techniques compared in this 
paper are based on the resource reuse concept: two cells 
irradiated on the earth may simultaneously use the same 
channel provided that they are at a suitable distance D 
that allows acceptable levels of co-channel interference; 
this distance is evaluated in the worst case. 
Satellite systems are known to be power andor band- 
width limited. Therefore, the satellite resource has to be 
carefully utilized. In order to cope with the need of a high 
performance resource management technique, we have 
considered Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) strategies 
[9 - 1 I ,  141: any channel can be assigned to any cell pro- 
vided that the constraint on the reuse distance is fulfilled. 
In this paper, a DCA solution is proposed which 
achieves improved performance by allowing a channel 
rearrangement at the call arrival instant. A channel rear- 
rangement requires the switching of a call in progress in 
a cell from its current channel to another channel avail- 
able in the same cell. This is an intra-beam handover 
procedure completely controlled by the network that is 
performed so as to pack the use of channels among the 
cells of the network. 
Moreover, we refer to a distributed implementation 
for DCA techniques: each satellite with on board pro- 
cessing capabilities allocates channels without involv- 
ing earth stations, on the basis of a table on the state of 
the resources; neighboring satellites communicate chan- 
nel state information via Inter-Satetlite-Links (ISLs) in 
order to globally coordinate the allocation. 
Only voice services are considered in this paper. Then, 
calls that arrive at a cell where no channel is available are 
blocked and lost. The efficiency of channel allocation 
techniques is expressed in terms of quality of service 
parameters that are the following blocking probabilities: 
- the blocking probability of new call attempts, P,,, 
- the handover failure probability, P,,, 
- the call dropping probability due to handover fail- 
- the probability of unsuccessful call due to either 
the blocking of the initial call attempt or the fail- 
ure of a subsequent handover procedure, 
ure. Pdrop. 
It will be shown that, in terms of PI,,<, the proposed 
DCA technique with channel rearrangements at the call 
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arrival instants outperforms other resource management 
techniques found in the literature. Moreover, this tech- 
nique will be also validated from the signaling load 
standpoint [ 151. 
In  order to highlight the impact of mobility on the 
performance of resource management techniques [ 161, 
two extreme mobility situations for MSSs have been 
envisaged: that is both GEO- and LEO- MSSs. 
Finally, in LEO-MSSs, we have considered that, in 
addition to a channel allocation technique of the dynam- 
ic type, a suitable handover prioritization strategy will 
be essential in order to reduce the call dropping prob- 
ability due to handover failure [9 - 11, 17 - 201. 
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes 
the user mobility model assumed for LEO-MSSs and 
GEO-MSSs. In section 3, the strategies used to manage 
new call arrivals and handover requests have been out- 
lined. Moreover, a particular technique to obtain that 
each cell of the simulated network has a complete belt of 
interfering cells has been described in section 4. Then, 
section 5 presents the method used to evaluate the sig- 
naling load to be supported by the network for a 
resource management technique, Finally, section 6 deals 
with the performance comparison by simulations among 
the proposed dynamic channel allocation solutions both 
in GEO- and LEO- MSSs. 
2. THE MOBILITY MODEL 
The user mobility has a strong impact on the perfor- 
mance of the satellite communication networks under 
consideration. Hence, a suitable mobility model must be 
defined in  order to compare different handover manage- 
ment strategies. 
The impact of handovers on system performance 
depends on the orbit type chosen for the MSS (e.g., GEO, 
LEO). 
In the GEO case, the cells illuminated by a satellite 
are fixed with respect to a point on the earth; moreover, 
the average call duration is negligible with respect to 
cell crossing times (according to MS speed). This 
means that the handover occurrence is very low and, 
therefore, it can be considered, with a good approxima- 
tion, that a user does not change its cell during call life- 
time (i.e., ''jiued user") [lo]. 
In LEO-MSSs, the satellite ground-track speed V,, is 
several orders of magnitude greater than the earth rotation 
speed and the user speed. Therefore, a convenient approx- 
imation is to represent the relative user-satellite motion 
only by the satellite ground-track speed [lo]. Owing to 
the high value of Vtrk and the small cells, handover 
requests are highly frequent during call lifetime: the man- 
agement-of handover requests has a strong impact on the 
quality of service perceived by users (i.e., Pdmp). 
In defining the mobility model in the LEO-MSS case, 
we have called "source cell" the cell where the MS call 
begins and any cell reached by the related MS during 
the call lifetime has been named "transit cell". Let us 
refer to the following mobility model for LEO-MSSs 
(Figs. 1 and 2): 
- MSs cross cells at a constant velocity (relative to 
the spot-beam footprint) equalling the satellite 
ground-track speed, i.e., vector Vtrk. 
-When a handover occurs, the destination cell is 
the neighboring cell in the direction of the satellite 
ground-track motion. 
- From the call outset in a cell, an MS travels a dis- 
tance in it that is obtained as follows (as if cells 
were square cells with side 2R, disposed accord- 
ing to a hexagonal layout; Fig. 2): 
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Fig. 2 - The hexagonal cellular layout with square cells and overlap 
areas used for the mobility model (LEO mobility case). 
- uniformly distributed between 0 and 2R, if the cell 
-deterministically equal to 2 R ,  if the call is in a 
is the "source cell" for the call; 
"transit cell". 
If the MS reaches the border with an adjacent cell with 
a call in progress, a handover procedure is immediately 
started (i.e., we assume that the handover criterion is met). 
Further assumptions that complete this model will be 
given in section 3 - part 3.2.  about the extension of the 
overlap areas between adjacent cells. 
The user mobility will be characterized by the dimen- 
sionless parameter a, defined as: 
2 R  aA- 
yrk Tm 
where Tm represents the average call duration. 
Further details about the mobility model outlined 
above are given i n  [ lo].  In particular, from [I01 we 
obtain that the average number of handover requests per 
call is equal to Ila for P,, = P,, = 0; this is a geometri- 
cal parameter that gives an upper bound to the frequen- 
cy of handover requests during call lifetime. 
3. A DYNAMIC CHANNEL ALLOCATION 
TECHNIQUE FOR LEO-MSSS 
In this section, a DCA technique is proposed which 
efficiently manages both new call attempts and hand- 
over requests. Let us assume that, if a channel is used 
in a given cell x ,  it cannot be re-used in some tiers of 
cells (typically, one or two tiers) around that cell: this 
is the reuse distance constraint. These cells form the 
belt of interfering cells of x, I ( x ) .  Let us denote by 
A(x), the set of available channels for cell x at the call 
arrival instant in x, i.e., those channels not used both in 
.r and i n  I ( x )  at that time. 
According to a distributed DCA implementation, 
each satellite manages a table on the state of the chan- 
nels both for the cells it irradiates and for the interfering 
cells which belong to adjacent satellites [21]. The table 
has to be updated every time a channel state change 
occurs in that cells. A satellite is assumed to communi- 
cate channel state changes in the cells it generates to 
adjacent interfering satellites through ISLs. 
3.1. Management of new call attempts 
Let us assume that a new call arrival must be served 
in cell x:  
Cl if it results A ( x )  # 0, the channel to be allocated in x ,  
i", is selected within A(x) according to the following 
minimum cost criterion: 
where the cost function C.,(i) will be defined at the 
end of point 3.1. in this section. 
If more channels verify (2), a random choice is per- 
formed to obtain channel i". 
The DCA technique previously proposed in  [9 - 101 is 
only composed by this first CI step, because it blocks new 
call arrivals if A(x)  = 0. The new algorithm under consid- 
eration permits to serve new call arrivals, even if A(x) = 
0, by means of the "Persistent Polite Aggressive" (PPA) 
approach outlined below [ 141. Therefore, the allocation 
strategy composed by the previous and the following steps 
is denoted by PPA-DCA. 
CI If it results A(x) = 0, the PPA mechanism starts its 
search to define the elements (if any) of the set of 
couples R(x) = [(P, a)], where the generic couple (p, 
6) represents a channel p that results locked in  cell x 
only by its use in a cell 6 E I (x ) .  Within R(x), we 
exclude the couples (p, 6). where cell 6 has no avail- 
able channel (i.e., A(6)  = 0): 
- If T ( x )  f 0 ,  each couple (p, 6) E T ( x )  represents 
a possible channel rearrangement (i.e., an intra- 
beam handover) in an interfering cell of x in order 
to unlock a channel in x .  The most convenient 
channel rearrangement, characterized by the 
couple (p ,  6) E T ( x ) ,  is obtained according to 
the two following steps: 
- selecriorz efthe cell 6*, among the cells d in the 
couples (4) (p, 6) E T(x): 
(4) 
(') NOW that man channels p, may be asanciatrd to the silinr cel l  d so 
that couples (p , ,  6; belong to l-(.r). 
ETT h l ?  
where the symbol II . I I  denotes the cardinality 
of a set. 
If more couples in (p, 6) E T ( x )  fulfil the condi- 
tion (4), a random choice is performed to select 
the cell 6’. 
Note that the criterion expressed by (4) selects 
6* as the cell with the greatest number of avail- 
able channels: in this cell we have the greatest 
number of possible channel rearrangements 
from an allocated channel to another available 
channel. 
- selection of channel p’ to be released in cell 6’ 
among those channels p which fulfil (p, r) E 
T ( x ) ,  on the basis of the channel de-allocation 
minimum cost criterion described at the point 
3.3. of this section [lo]. 
Then, channel p’ is de-allocated in cell 6* and 
the call in progress on p’ is rearranged on 
another channel chosen in the set A ( F )  - [p ’ ] ,  
according to the minimum cost criterion out- 
lined at the first Q step of this section. Then, 
channel p’ becomes available in cell x and it is 
assigned to the new call amval. 
-If  T ( x )  = 0 ,  the new call arrival in  cell .r is 
blocked and lost. 
This algorithm is “polite-aggressive”, since it tries to 
serve a new call arrival (otherwise blocked) by allowing 
a channel rearrangement in an interfering cell .  
Moreover, this technique is also “persistent”, because it 
searches a channel reconfiguration by considering each 
possibility given by the set Q (x), without limiting itself 
to only one or two attempts. 
Each satellite with on board processing capabilities 
can easily manage the tasks required by the PPA-DCA 
algorithm on the basis of the channel state table. In the 
following, it will be proved that the increase in the sig- 
naling load due to the use of the PPA policy in the allo- 
cation algorithm (i.e., the second 0 step) is negligible 
and can be supported by the system. 
The cost function C,(i) used in ( 2 )  for the channel 
selection is described below [ 101. We start by consider- 
ing the channels allocated according to a Fixed Channel 
Allocation (FCA); let F,(x) be the set of channels allo- 
cated to cell x according to FCA. A fixed allocation 
assures a distribution of channels among the cells of the 
network, with the minimum possible reuse distance, D. 
In the following, we define the cost function so as to 
allocate channels according to the regular FCA pattern, 
whenever possible. 
The allocation cost contribution for channel i E A(x), 
due to the interfering cell k E I ( x ) ,  C.,(k, i), can be 
expressed as: 
C,, ( k ,  i )  I\ uk ( i )  + 2 [ I  - qk ( i ) ] ,  V k E 
Where u k ( i )  and qk( i )  are given by: 
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1, if i E A ( k )  
0, otherwise r i l k  (i) = 
0, if i E F,(k) i 1, otherwise q k  ( i )  = 
In defining the cost contribution C,(k, i ) ,  relative to 
the status of channel i in cell k E I ( x ) ,  the first term 
takes into account the availability of channel i in cell k, 
while the second term takes into account if channel i 
belongs to the optimal set for cell k (i.e., F,(k)) .  In 
addition to this, we have chosen to weight this second 
term by a factor 2,  in order to follow as long as possible 
the FCA channel distribution. 
Therefore. the overall cost function can be obtained as: 
C ,  ( i )  4 q ,  ( i )  + X[C, (k,i)], i E ~ ( x )  (7) 
where the term q J i )  is introduced in (7) to discriminate 
among different situations with equal cost contributions 
for the interfering cells, because it is preferable to allo- 
cate in x a channel i belonging to the nominal (FCA) 
channel set of x (i.e., i E F,(x)).  
The PPA-DCA algorithm used to manage new call 
attempts has been summarized in Fig. 3. In order to 
clarify how the PPA-DCA technique operates, we refer 
to the example shown in Fig. 4, where we have assumed 
that the reuse distance D is equal to 3R and that the 
system has 6 channels to serve call demands in the 
cells; so, according to the FCA pattern, each cell has 
two nominal channels as shown in Fig. 4, where the 
symbols 01 .  02, 03, ... denote channels #1, #2, #3, .... 
in use in the associated cells. 
Let us assume that a new call attempt amves at cell x: 
in this cell we have A(x) = I @ ) ,  that is, no channel is 
available. Therefore, if we use the DCA algorithm the 
channel demand in cell x is blocked and lost. Then, we 
apply the PPA-DCA technique in order to serve (if pos- 
sible) the call in cell x by means of a channel rearrange- 
ment in an interfering cell. 
The set Q(x) = [(#3,f) ; (#4,fl ; (#5, c)  ; (#6, c)J con- 
tains the couples (p, 6), where, if channel p is released 
in cell 6, it becomes available in cell x .  Channel rear- 
rangements in the cells belonging to Q(x) can be per- 
formed only in those cells with available channels; in 
this case, both cell c and cell f have available channels: 
A(c) = (#3 , #4], A(f> = [#6] .  Then, T ( x )  = Q(x). 
Since the set T ( x )  f 0, it is possible to find a channel 
rearrangement in  an interfering cell of x that is able to 
unlock a channel in cell x .  
Within all possibilities represented by the elements 
of r(x), we must choose the most convenient cell, 6, 
between cell c and cellfand, within this cell 8, the 
most convenient channel, p”. In this case, the selected 
cell 6 E c, because cell c has more channels available 
than cell f and may guarantee a greater number of pos- 
k c l ( r )  
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A New Arrival in Cell x 
- 
The Cost-function 
DCA Algonthrn 
is Used to Choose 
a Channel 
The Channel The New Arrival 
is Blocked 
and Lost 
Rearrangement in Selection of the 
Cell 6' is 
Performed so as to 
Free Channel P' in Rearrangement 
Channel Becomes - 
Cell s'; this (v, s') E r(x) 
I Available Jn Cell x J 
Allocation of the 
Channd p' in Cell x 
to Sewe the 
New Call Arnval 
Fig. 3 The policy used to manage the new arrival attempts by PPA-DCA. 
sibilities for channel rearrangements. Then, in cell c 
either channel #5 or channel #6 can be released; we 
select channel #6 according to the de-allocation cost 
function criterion outlined at the point C (i.e., selection 
of the most convenient channel to be released in cell c 
[lo]). Moreover, in  cell c the call in progress on chan- 
nel #6 must be rearranged on another channel available 
in cell c, that is either channel #3 or channel #4. We 
select channel #3 to be assigned to cell c according to 
the allocation cost function criterion explained in this 
point 3.1. (i.e., selection of the most convenient chan- 
nel to be used in cell c among those available, except 
channel #6 [lo]). 
In conclusion, the call in progress in cell c on channel 
#6 is rearranged on channel #3; therefore, channel #6 
becomes available to serve the new call arrival in cell x .  
Set of Nornina 
Channels Assigned 
to the Cells 0 # 1 , # 2  
0 ' # 3 ,  #4 0 #5, #6 
lnterfenng 
Cells of x 
Fig. 4 - An illustrating example for the PPA-DCA algorithm 
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The PPA-DCA algorithm operates a better channel 
packing than the simple DCA algorithm, by means of 
an improved channel distribution among the cells of the 
network; the PPA-DCA algorithm permits to serve also 
calls that are blocked by the DCA technique. 
3.2. MANAGEMENT OF HANDOVER REQUESTS 
Let us assume that an active MS is leaving cell x and 
it is going into an adjacent cell y; in this new cell, the 
MS must be provided with a new channel to carry on 
the communication. A free channel is selected in cell y 
according to the basic DCA algorithm (i.e., only the 
first 0 step of the previous point 3.1.); then, a channel 
must be released in cell x (see the next point 3.3.). If no 
channel is immediately available in cell y, this proce- 
dure is delayed. We assume that there is a certain over- 
lap among adjacent beam footprints on the earth; an MS 
can receive the signal from adjacent beams in an over- 
lap area. Therefore, if all channels are busy in the desti- 
nation cell of MS, the handover is queued, waiting for 
an available channel for all the time t,,,, (the maxi- 
mum queueing time) the MS spends to cross the overlap 
area. In the meantime, the MS call is still served by the 
originating cell, according to a make-before-break 
handover procedure. Elapsed t,,,,,,, if the handover has 
not been performed and the call is still in progress, the 
handover procedure fails and the related call is dropped. 
Let us assume that an MS sends a handover request to 
the satellite as soon as it  enters the overlap area between 
cell x and cell y. Moreover, let us consider that a new call 
attempt that originates in the overlap area is immediately 
addressed towards the destination cell in order to avoid 
that i t  needs a handover soon after being served. 
E7T 
In a real situation, the overlap area extension ( 5 )  and 
then t,, are random variables that depend on several 
parameters, such as the MS (relative to the spot-beam 
footprint) motion direction, the satellite antenna charac- 
teristics and the propagation conditions; however, for 
the sake of simplicity, we will consider a deterministic 
extension of the overlap area, equal to R/5 (conserva- 
tive choice [ lo] ) .  Then, according to the mobility 
assumptions made in section 2, the time t,,, spent by 
an MS to cross this area with speed Vtrk results in: 
A handover request sent by an MS is served accord- 
ing to the following steps: 
Cl if i t  results A(y) # 0, the handover procedure is imme- 
diately performed: a new channel is assigned to the call 
in cell y ,  according to the basic DCA strategy outlined 
at the first CI step of the previous point 3.1. on the chan- 
nel allocation strategy; then, the old channel is released 
in cell x (see the point 3.3. of this section); 
0 if it results A(y) = 0, the handover request is queued 
waiting for an available channel in cell y (according 
to the basic DCA technique). In the meantime, the 
communication is served by the originating cell. We 
have assumed that the queueing discipline is of the 
FIFO type ( 6 ) .  A handover request leaves the queue 
owing to one of the three following reasons: 
- The handover procedure is successful: the hand- 
over request is performed (i.e., a channel becomes 
free in cell y), before the call is ended and its max- 
imum queueing time has expired. 
- The handover request declines: the associated call 
ends before the corresponding handover request is 
served and its maximum queueing time has expired. 
- The handover procedure fails and the associated 
call is dropped: the handover has not been per- 
formed within t,,, and the call is not ended 
before its maximum queueing time has expired. 
The handover queueing strategy has been summar- 
ized in Fig. 5. 
3.3. Management of call terminations 
In order to improve the performance of the DCA tech- 
nique, we propose that, whenever a call termination 
occurs in a cell x (due to either the end of the call or an 
inter-beam handover), the most convenient channel is 
released in cell x ;  the channel to be released is chosen on 
the basis of a de-allocation cost function complementary 
to that defined at point 3.1. to allocate new call arrivals. If 
the most convenient channel to be released is different 
A Handover Request IS Sent to Cell x 
The Cost Function 
DCA Algonthm 
IS Used to Choose 
a Channel in Cell x 
Handover Requests Queue Management 
by the Source Cell 
I 
I 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - -  r - - - - - - - - - - - -  
There is a Free 
Channel in Cell x The Handover 
Request Declines: 
Handover Request the Call Ends 
Fig. 5 -The policy used to manage the queued handover requests. 
( 5 )  The extenaion of the overlap area i s  a parmeter that directly 
affects the handover queueing performance. Obviously. a wider over- 
lap area leads to a lower handover failure probahility, under specified 
traffic load conditions. 
( h )  On the basis o f  the assumptions on mobility and overlap areas. the 
maximum queueing time I,,,,, i s  the same for all the handover requests, 
then. the most urgent request i s  also the oldest one (i.e., FIFO policy). 
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from the channel on which the call is actually ended, a 
channel rearrangement (i.e., an intra-beam handover) is 
performed in x .  More details are given in reference [lo]. 
4. A CELLULAR NETWORK FOLDED ONTO ITSELF 
The simulated network is parallelogram shaped with 
a hexagonal layout; this is a common choice in the liter- 
ature to study terrestrial cellular systems [22]. However, 
in order to adapt this topology to the specific character- 
istics of global-coverage MSSs, where the cellular net- 
work is three-dimensional, we define below a cellular 
network folded onto itself where each cell has a com- 
plete belt of interfering cells. 
We denote by N the number of cells per side in the cel- 
lular network. Each cell of the network has an identifica- 
tion number, n = I ,  2, 3, ...., N1 (in Fig. 6, N = 7). Let US 
denote by n the set of cells that belong to the simulated 
parallelogram network n = { 1, 2, 3, ...., N1}. Moreover, 
an oblique reference with the origin in the center of the cell 
No. 1 is used, as shown in Fig. 6. If we normalize the dis- 
tance among two adjacent cell centers, each cell center is 
denoted in this reference by a couple of integer numbers (5, 
q); both { and q belong to the set A = (0, I ,  2, . . . N - 1 ).  
We assume that the belt of interfering cells of cell x 
(i.e., f ( x ) )  is formed by two tiers of adjacent cells [23]; 
then, the cells of the two more external orders in the 
parallelogram shaped network have an incomplete belt 
of interfering cells and form the set of ‘‘border” cells, B. 
Consequently, we name “central” cells those cells 
belonging to the set n - B (e.g., in Fig. 6, the cells No. 
17, 18, 19,24,25,26, 31, 32, 33). 
Let us consider a generic cell z = ((:, q:) on the bor- 
der of the network; a generic cell k E I ( : )  can be identi- 
fied as follows: k = (6: + a, q- + b), where a, b E ( - 1 ,  
-2.0, 1 .2)  and la1 + Ibl # O a n d - 2 I a + b I 2 .  
- If k E n (i.e., both 5- + u E A and q, + b E A), the 
interfering cell k real& exists; 
-Otherwise ,  i f  k p n, the interfering cell k 
becomes a dummy interfering cell of z according 
to the following rule: the coordinates of the inter- 
fering cell k = ({, + u, q: + b) are transformed into 
k 5 ({,, qL), where tk = T({: + a), q L  = T ( q ,  + b)  
according to the operator T(v )  defined below: 
(9) 
Therefore, a cell on a border of the simulated net- 
work is virtually adjacent to and interferes with border 
cells on the other side of the network. In  Fig. 6. the 
interfering cells of the border cell No. 48 are shown: 
note that the dashed cells are dummy. 
When a folded network is used, an MS with ;I call in 
progress, which goes out from a side of the network. 
Fig. 6 - An example of dummy interfenng cells for the parallelogram 
shaped cellular network, with 7 cells per side 
enters the network on the opposite side, thus ideally 
reproducing the behavior of an infinite network. 
In our previous works [9, lo], the folded network was 
not adopted; then, central cells’experienced more u n h -  
vourable interfering conditions with a DCA algorithm, 
because they had a complete belt of interfering cells. 
The blocking values were estimated only from central 
cells. Therefore, our previous comparisons among FCA 
and DCA techniques were based on the worst case. 
Now, the use of a folded network (where all the cells 
experience the same interfering conditions) permits to 
estimate the blocking probabilities from all the cells of 
the network, so achieving more reliable results. We 
have verified by simulation that the values of Phl and 
f h Z  are uniform all over the cellular network if a uni-  
form traffic is considered: no border effect is experi- 
enced. This is a significant advantage when the perfor- 
mance of a channel allocation technique is evaluated. 
If we use the cost function defined in (5) - (7) based on 
the regular FCA pattern and we consider an interfering 
belt formed by two tiers, the network can be correctly 
folded onto itself only for values of N which are multiple 
of 7 (e.g., N = 7, 14, 28, ...) owing to the parallelogram 
shape of the simulated network: only these special values 
of N allow that the dummy interfering cells around a bor- 
der cell have the same nominal FCA pattern used for the 
network. We have verified by simulation that the block- 
ing results are insensitive to network sizes: the perfor- 
mance evaluation of the channel allocation techniques 
shown in this paper for N = 7 (section 6 )  has been also 
canied out for N = 14 and no difference has been found. 
This is another significant advantage of the folded net- 
work, because the blocking performance estimated on 
networks of reduced sizes is also valid for larger net- 
works. This result allows to speed-up simulation runs. 
5. ESTIMATION OF THE SIGNALING LOAD 
The resource management techniques have been com- 
pared in the next Section in terms of the quality of service 
parameters (i.e., f h , .  P,,?, PdmP, and f,,,J that have been 
defined in section I and in terms of the signaling loud to 
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channel released in  a cell due the physical end of the 
call or due to a handover towards an adjacent cell. 
Therefore, we consider that P,, = Pr,; then, in both cases 
we simply use the symbol P,. 
Finally, (T results in: 
Y .  
(12) 
overhead 
- Pdrop) ‘ call admitted 
This formula permits to estimate the impact on the 
signaling load CT of the degree of mobility a and the 
traffic load per cell L. Note that nh = nh ( P b , ,  Pb,, a) and 
Pdrop = Pdrop ( P b l ,  Pb,, a) can be analytically expressed 
as shown in [lo]. If the traffic load A increases (i.e., Pb,  
and P,, increase), Pdrop increases and nh decreases; 
moreover, if the mobility increases (i.e., a decreases), 
nh and Pdrop increase. 
Also the channel rearrangement probabilities P, and 
Pro depend both on a and A. We expect that, for very 
low traffic loads per cell as well as for very high traffic 
loads per cell, P, decreases to 0 in any mobility situa- 
tion. The reason of this behavior is that, in  these traffic 
conditions, each cell tends to use the channels according 
to the FCA pattern, then no channel reconfiguration is 
needed at the call termination in a cell. Whereas, we 
expect that Pro monotonically increases as the traffic 
load increases in any mobility condition: for low traffic 
loads per cell, P, is close to 0, because channel rear- 
rangements are not required in order to admit new calls 
into the network; moreover, when the traffic congestion 
increases, channel rearrangements become more and 
more necessary in order to accept new calls. 
Finally, as mobility increases (i.e.. a decreases), we 
have a greater arrival rate of channel demands due to 
handover. In order to fulfil these demands, the regular 
channel allocation according to the FCA pattern is 
greatly impaired. Then, a greater number of channel 
rearrangements are required in order to compact the use 
of channels among the cells of the network. We may 
conclude that P, increases as mobility increases. 
All these considerations will be validated by the sim- 
ulation results shown in the next section. 
According to the mobility assumptions, n,, = l/a and 
Pdrop = 0 for low traffic loads per cell (i.e., Pbl == Pb2 = 
0 )  [lo]. Then, from (12), we can write the following 
expression of s for low traffic loads: 
1 overhead 
a call admitted 
-(2 + P,) + P, 
This value can be considered valid for any channel 
allocation technique in the traffic range where P,, = 
f b 2  = 0 (note that P,, is equal to 0, if the PPA algo- 
rithm is not used). 
6. SIMULATION RESULTS 
A simulation tool has been built according to the 
assumptions on user mobility (section 2 )  and overlap 
areas (sectrion 3) and on the basis of the topology cho- 
sen for the cellular network (section 4). The following 
values of the parameters have been used in the simula- 
tions considered in this section: 
- the average arrival rate of new call attempts per 
cell, A, varies from 2 to 3 calls/min/cell (i.e., uni- 
form traffic); 
- the average call duration T, is equal to 3 min; 
- the product T, . L represents the “traffic intensity 
per cell due to new call arrivals”: it  varies from 6 
to 9 erlang/cell; 
- the belt of interfering cells is formed by two tiers 
of cells; 
- the simulated cellular network is parallelogram 
shaped with 7 cells per side ( N  = 7); 
- a number of 70 channels is available for the system; 
- both the IRIDIUM system (Vtrk = 26,600 km/h, 
R = 212.5 km; then, if 7’,, = 3 min, M. = 0.32) and 
a GEO-MSS ( a  + 00, users are ‘‘fixed”) are con- 
sidered; 
-an infinite capacity is assumed to queue the hand- 
over requests that do not obtain immediately service; 
- the maximum queueing time is t,,,max = aT,/10 = 
0.1 min for the IRIDIUM system. 
Since from the user standpoint, the dropping of a call 
in progress is less desirable than the blocking of a new 
call attempt, a high quality of service is obtained if hand- 
over requests are prioritized with respect to new call 
attempts. The handover prioritization is obtained at the 
expenses of an increased value for the blocking probabil- 
ity of new call attempts; this is a drawback from the oper- 
ator standpoint. Therefore, an efficient channel allocation 
technique has to be selected that is able to attain a low 
value of the handover failure probability (Le., Pbz) .  with- 
out excessively increasing the blocking of new call 
attempts (i.e., Pb,) .  We have assumed that a good trade- 
off between these “opposite” needs is obtained by the fol- 
lowing target values that are valid for high mobility 
lp; that is, we assume that there is (at least) an order of 
magnitude of difference between the requirement on P,,, 
and the requirement on Pb,; these values can be consid- 
ered as realistic figures for next generation MSSs. 
In the following, we will denote by DCA the basic 
dynamic channel allocation technique with no queueing 
for handover requests, by DCA-QH the same allocation 
technique with the queueing of handover requests and 
by PPA-DCA-QH the algorithm proposed in this paper 
with a PPA policy to manage new call attempts and the 
queueing of handover requests. 
The comparison among DCA, DCA-QH and PPA- 
DCA-QH techniques in the IRIDIUM mobility case 
Systems such as LEO-MSSs: P b l  5 I@* and Pb, 5 5 . 
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Fig 7 - P,, performance of DCA, DCA-QH and PPA-DCA-QH in the 
IRIDIUM mobility case. 
(a  2. 0.32) is shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 for Pbl, Pb2 and 
P , , ,  respectively. We can note that the performance of the 
DCA technique is not satisfying due to the high values of 
pb2 all over the traffic range under consideration. A pos- 
sible solution to decrease these values of pb2 is achieved 
by the queueing of handover requests. Then, we consider 
the DCA-QH technique that privileges the handover ser- 
vice: Pb2 is reduced at the expenses of an increased value 
of Phi, Finally, it is possible to mitigate this increase in 
Pb, by resorting to the PPA-DCA-QH technique: this 
solution improves the quantity of traffic admitted into the 
network by accepting a little increase in Pbz. Therefore, 
the PPA-DCA-QH strategy can represent a good compro- 
mise between users' needs and operator's needs. 
The requirements on P b ,  and Pb,  are fulfilled by 
DCA-QH for a traffic intensity of new call attempts per 
cell of about 6.8 erlang/cell, whereas by PPA-DCA-QH 
for 7 erlang/cell. 
The P,,, performance for DCA, DCA-QH and PPA- 
DCA-QH techniques is presented in Fig. 9. Moreover, for 
the sake of completeness, the results for FCA and FCA- 
QH are also shown in this graph. We can note that the 
PPA-DCA-QH strategy achieves the best performance. 
The behavior of the number of inter-beam handover 
requests per call, nh, as a function of the traffic intensity 
0.01 - 
6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 
Traffic Intensity per Cell, New Arrivals (erl) 
Fig. 8 - P,: performance of DCA, DCA-QH and PPA-DCA-QH in 
the IRIDIUM mobility case. 
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Fig. 9 - P, performance of DCA, DCA-QH and PPA-DCA-QH in the 
IRIDIUM mobility case. 
per cell due to new call attempts is shown in Fig. 10 for 
DCA, DCA-QH and PPA-DCA-QH in the IRIDIUM 
case. We can note that, in all cases, nh decreases as the 
traffic load increases. This behavior is due to the fact 
that the increase of traffic causes an increase in the 
blocking probability for handover requests (Fig. 8); 
then, less handover requests are performed on average 
per call. Moreover, for low traffic loads nh approaches 
l /a = 3.12 handovers/call for all the techniques. 
Fig. 11 shows the Pns performance for DCA, PPA- 
DCA and FCA techniques in the GEO-MSS case, where 
the users have been assumed "fixed" ( a  + m). Now, 
P,, = Pb,, because there is no handover procedure during 
call lifetime. The blocking results are much lower than 
those shown in Fig. 9 for the IRIDIUM mobility case at 
the same traffic load per cell. This difference highlights 
how much mobility affects the performance of a channel 
allocation technique. The requirement on Pbl is fulfilled 
by DCA for 7 erlangkell and by PPA-DCA for 7.25 
erlangkell. Finally, in Fig. 1 I the performance of other 
DCA techniques found in the literature (namely, LODA 
and BCO [22]) and a lower bound for the performance of 
DCA techniques [ 141 have been also shown. 
The comparisons among the techniques in terms of d 
are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for the GEO case and for 
3.2 1 
2.9 1 lfDCA + DCA-QH \\ 
\ 
2.8 L '*PPA-DCA-QH ' 
2.7 1 
6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 
Traffic Intensity per Cell, New Arrivals (erl) 
Fig. 10 - Behavior of nk as a function of the traffic intensity due to 
new call arrivals per cell, for DCA. DCA-QH and PPA-DCA-QH in 
[he IRIDIUM mobility case. 
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Fig. 11 - P,,, performance of BCO. LODA, FCA, DCA and PPA- 
DCA for GEO-MSSs with a lower bound for the DCA performance. 
the IRIDIUM case, respectively. The question to be 
investigated here is whether the introduction of the 
PPA-DCA strategy causes a significant increase in the 
signaling load with respect to the DCA algorithm due to 
the channel rearrangements that may be required to 
serve new call arrivals. Let us comment the results 
shown in  Fig. 12, where a GEO-MSS is considered. 
- Since the users have been supposed "fixed", the 
only contribution to Din the DCA case is due to the 
channel rearrangements performed at the call termi- 
nation instants. In this case, (T is given by the prob- 
ability that a termination requires a channel rear- 
rangement (i.e., P,). The behavior of (T denotes a 
slight dependence on the traffic load; (T decreases 
both for low and high traffic loads per cell. 
- In the PPA-DCA case, (T increases when the traf- 
fic load increases. The different behavior of (T 
with respect to DCA depends on the channel rear- 
rangements performed at the call arrival instants: 
if the cell congestion increases, i t  becomes more 
likely that a channel reconfiguration is needed in 
order to admit a new call in the network. The dif- 
ference between PPA-DCA and DCA is due to 
the probability that a channel rearrangement is 
required to serve a new call arrival (i.e., P,J Note 
that the signaling load difference is close to 0 for 
6 7 0 9 10 1 1  
Traffic Intensity per Cell (erl) 
Fig. 11 - Behavior of 0. in the CEO cabr for DCA and PPA-DCA. 
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Fig. 13 - Behavior of Q, i n  the IRIDIUM case for DCA, DCA-QH 
and PPA-DCA-QH. 
low traffic loads per cell; moreover, this differ- 
ence is extremely reduced (i.e., less than 0.10) in 
the traffic region of interest (8). 
- F o r  low traffic loads per cell (i.e., AT,,, 5 6 
erlangkell), both PPA-DCA and DCA give (T = 
0.58 overheadcall. According to (13) with a + 00, 
we may consider that P,, = 0 and (T = P,. 
Let us refer to Fig. 13, where DCA, DCA-QH and PPA- 
DCA-QH are compared in the IRIDIUM mobility case. 
Note that the values of (Tare much greater in the IRIDIUM 
case (cr= [8, 91 overheadcall) than in the GEO case ((Tc 1 
overheadcall); this is exclusively due to mobility differ- 
ences. The following comments are in order: 
- As for the DCA technique, (T decreases when the 
traffic load increases, because the handover fail- 
ure probability, /',?, increases and, then, the aver- 
age number of handover procedures per call 
decreases (Fig. 10). Moreover, we have verified 
by simulation that P, values are close to 0.62 all 
over the examined traffic range. 
- In the DCA-QH case, the reduced values .of P,,z 
cause an increased number of handovers per call 
(Fig. 10) and, then, higher values for (T. Moreover, 
simulations have shown that P, values slightly 
increase from 0.6 I to 0.63 from 6 to 9 erlangkell. 
- Let us refer to the PPA-DCA-QH case. If the traf- 
fic load per cell increases, we have two opposite 
trends: on one hand, the contribution to (T due to 
inter-beam handovers reduces, because less hand- 
overs are managed per call due to the increase in 
P,, (Fig. 10); on the other hand, the number of 
channel rearrangements needed to admit new calls 
in the network increases (i.e., i t  is more likely that 
a new call is accepted in the network by a channel 
rearrangement). The result is a behavior slightly 
different from that of DCA-QH. 
-For  low traffic loads per cell (i.e.,  AT, I 6  
erlang/cell), both PPA-DCA-QH, DCA-QH and 
DCA give CT = 8.8 overheadcall. Then, according 
to (13), Pro = 0 and Pr values are almost the same 
for all the techniques: P, = 0.62. 
According to the traffic operating point selected for 
DCA-QH and PPA-DCA-QH (6.8 erlang/cell and 7 
erlang/cell, respectively), we obtain from the graph in 
Fig. 13 that the signaling load with DCA-QH is greater 
than that of PPA-DCA-QK (ie., 8.88 overheadcall and 
8.82 overheadcall, respectively). This interesting result 
confirms that PPA-DCA-QH is an attracting solution, 
because it improves network performance (in terms of 
P,,,) without increasing the signaling load. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, resource management techniques suit- 
able for applications in MSSs have been proposed in 
order to cope with the increasing need of mobile satel- 
lite communications. Two different mobility scenarios 
have been envisaged: both CEO- and LEO- MSSs. 
A simulation tool has been built in order to allow the 
comparison among several resource management strategies 
with different conditions for mobility and traffic loads. The 
performance of channel allocation techniques has been 
expressed in terms of blocking probabilities (for new call 
attempts and handover requests) and signaling load. 
Different dynamic channel allocation techniques based 
on the evaluation of a cost function, have been compared. 
Moreover, in the LEO-MSSs case, the queueing of hand- 
over requests has been considered essential in order to 
reduce the handover failure probability. A particularly 
interesting DCA solution has been selected, called PPA- 
DCA-QH, where a new call arrival is accepted by the net- 
work, even if there is no available channel, by allowing a 
channel rearrangement in an interfering cell. This tech- 
nique has shown a good performance both in terms of 
blocking probabilities and signaling load. 
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